Understand your risks and future-proof your network and security infrastructure

About GDT Network Advisory Services

GDT’s Network Services simplify the design, implementation, and management of your end-to-end networking estate. This enhances business functionality through improved agility, responsiveness, and scalability.

Our Network Advisory Practice is backed by a team of experts, providing hands-on collaborative consultation. Supporting all major technologies, we help you stay ahead of the market through our proven methodologies, localized presence, and unmatched expertise.
OUR SERVICES
Comprehensive end-to-end assessments for all major network and security technologies

Assessment Highlights
- Provides end-to-end network mapping and architecture reviews
- Catalogues all devices including end-of-life and end-of-support devices
- Device Health (CPU, Memory, interface etc.)
- Identifies security vulnerabilities and risk
- Assesses LAN/WiFi coverage
- Provides best practice recommendations
- Recommendations to maximize ROI leveraging emerging technologies
- Identifies network bandwidth bottlenecks
- Identifies patching opportunities and needs

A Structured Assessment Approach
Leveraging our automation platform with our well-defined process and standard GDT developed artifacts, we deliver comprehensive recommendations:
- Scope Definition
- Discovery
- Analysis
- Findings
- Prioritized recommendations
- Future state design and roadmap
- Migration design and planning

WHY CHOOSE GDT

Committed to quality

Global scale local touch

Differentiated offering

We partner with you

CONTACT US
999 Metromedia Place
Dallas, TX 75247 | T: 214.857.6100
Email: services@GDT.com